THE    DUKE    OF    WINDSOR
appeals of the placards, contemptible in their discourtesy,
vain in their effects."
The placards may have been contemptible, but they were
powerful, and it was too much to expect that the Prince's
charm and simplicity could work a miracle. But he was so
unlike the officials of the British Raj: here was no striding,
nor high-minded talk of Britain's responsibility towards the
dark races. The Prince had said, "I want you to know me
and I want to know you," and this naive wash coloured
almost every episode of his visit. The great event in Bombay
was the military display, when twenty-five thousand people
crowded into the stadium. The Prince did not add to the
theme of militarism. He appeared in a light fawn suit. When
the display ended, "the Prince's car moved slowly round the
whole arena	he stood up in the car during the veritable
triumphant progress, and his khaki topi never returned to his
head until he passed out of the gates, and then the crowd
poured forth once more to take a last glimpse and give a final
cheer to the object of its ovations." The writer of this para-
graph in the Pioneer added a personal note for his editor:
"This is no exaggeration, it is the literal truth. The cheers
were real cheers, and they came as heartily from the humble
classes of Indians, from the clerks, as from the soldiers and
sailors	"
The love of display in people ruled by princes dies very
slowly: tie glamour of a great occasion was more delightful
to the Indians than the cold light of Mahatma Gandhi's
reason. On the last night of the Prince's stay in Bombay there
was a scene so extraordinary that one is incredulous as one
reads the account in Katherine Mayo's Mother India. The
Prince's car began the three or four-mile drive from Govern-
ment House to the railway station, unguarded "save for the
pilot police car that went before." When it came to the city—
"a cordon of police lined the streets on both sides. And
behind that cordon pressed the people—the common poor
people of the countryside in their uncountable thousands,
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